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friend had heroically and rigidly stopped me. . . . And
though he did lose his Church membership ticket because
he refused to marry the widow Brown, it was because that
lady—whom he did not even know—had a nice little pro-
perty near his own and the Church members wanted to be
sure that when she re-married her money should not be
lost to that persuasion.
§
I did not find all that very elevating. One might have hoped
that Penn's enterprise might have had better results. But
at any rate there were the old clapboard—and even some
brick—houses, and the high, almost leafless elms in which
above the dusty roads the katydids shrilly and continuously
let down their voices—for all the world as the cigale does in
Provence. It was, at least, a life for men. Gossip is not the
highest form of intellectual product, but one is nearer life
retailing gossip than in reading it in distorted forms in the
city pages of newspapers.
And Philadelphia had not become the gorged monster
that she is. As she comes back to me, oddly, she was then
all Liberty Bell and Independence Hall and Washington
Square and red-brick house-fronts with sparkling brass door-
furnishings and white marble mounting-blocks before every
door on the side-walk edges. I had my disagreeable experi-
ences there, but I never thought that I should come to
regard that city as the monstrous exponent of the only still
prospering industrial system in the world.*
* I am not going—infinitesimally little though it might be worth to
that city—to give her the free publicity of repeating her own figures
as to the prosperity of industrialism hi the Keystone State. For the
matter of that my mind reels when I merely think of Penn's Land of
Modern Miracles as they call it themselves. "The miles and miles of colourful
linoleum issuing from presses." "Scores of amazing processes have been
devised to inlay, print, and marbleize it until to-day's linoleum patterns
rival the art of the Persian rug, the handiwork of the tilemakers of Spain
and the product of the terrazzo-layers of Italy." . . . See how even
publicity men cannot get away from the traditions of the Great Route!
And "millions and millions of beans parade before eagle-eyed inspectors." . . .
And "she tests the strength of a hairlike spring and chemists reveal treasures
m soft coat"; . . . and "here it meets a stream of powdered coal and glass-
making is a 'heavy9 industry93 and "milton snavely hershev spiritual

